"FIRST FOOD" JUSTICE: RACIAL DISPARITIES IN INFANT FEEDING AS FOOD OPPRESSION

Andrea Freeman*

I. TABITHA WALROND’S STORY

Tabitha Walrond gave birth to Tyler Isaac Walrond on June 27, 1997, when Tabitha, a black woman from the Bronx, was nineteen years old.1 Four months before the birth, Tabitha, who received New York public assistance, attempted to enroll Tyler in her health insurance plan (HIP), but encountered a mountain of bureaucratic red tape and errors.2 After several trips to three different offices in the city, Tabitha still could not get a Medicaid card for Tyler.3 Tabitha’s city caseworker informed her that she would have to wait until after Tyler’s social security card and birth certificate arrived to get the card.4 No doctor would see him without the Medicaid card.5

Following her caesarian section, Tabitha developed a fever and blood clots that prevented her from breastfeeding for ten days while she was on medication.6 Four years earlier, at age fifteen, Tabitha had undergone
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In 1997, during her extended post-birth hospital stay, Tabitha’s doctors failed to inform her that these two factors put her at significant risk for problems with breastfeeding. In the first few weeks of his life, Tyler steadily lost weight, but Tabitha did not realize it. It is normal for nursing mothers not to notice weight loss in their infants, even when it is significant, because they see them every day. Tabitha therefore continued to breastfeed Tyler exclusively until his death from malnutrition on August 27, 1997, only seven weeks after his birth. Tabitha finally received Tyler’s Medicaid cards and HIP membership several months later.

A similar tragedy struck a mother in Ohio, where dehydration after exclusive breastfeeding led to her infant’s leg amputation; and in Virginia, where insufficient breast milk supply caused permanent brain damage; and in Colorado, where Zion Cox, the son of a white nurse, Ann, and a minister, died of malnutrition. In Zion’s case, doctors saw him shortly after his birth, but assured Ann that nothing was wrong, until a blood clot caused by dehydration cut off oxygen to his brain when he was only ten days old. Driven by a desire to create something meaningful from Zion’s death, Ann went on to devote her life to providing medical care to impoverished rural communities. A Denver newspaper lauded her efforts and portrayed her as a selfless woman seeking to honor her child’s memory. Other similar incidents around the country involving white families prompted some states to change their laws regarding minimum hospital stays.

Following Tyler’s death, however, there was no outcry to reform the medical system through legal channels to ensure provision of adequate care for low-income black mothers and children. The media did not seize upon
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the story of a good mother who attempted to provide her infant with the benefits of breastfeeding but tragically lost him due to systemic racial disparities in medical treatment. And Tyler’s death did not serve as a rallying point for advocates to push for increased resources—such as lactation consultants in underserved hospitals and clinics—for black women who want to breastfeed.

In contrast, the New York prosecutor brought charges against Tabitha for second-degree manslaughter. Based on accounts from Tyler’s paternal relatives, who described Tabitha as a “monster,” the prosecutor theorized that Tabitha deliberately starved Tyler to death in retaliation against his father, Keenan Purcell, who left Tabitha for another woman after she informed him that she was pregnant and refused to get an abortion. Later, in the waiting room for her six-month prenatal appointment, Keenan told Tabitha that his new girlfriend was pregnant. At the beginning of her appointment, Tabitha asked the doctor if it was possible to get an abortion, then immediately dropped the request. The prosecution argued that Tabitha’s inquiries about abortion to the doctor, and to a friend when she first learned of her pregnancy, were evidence of her desire to kill Tyler.

During the trial, the prosecution and local media focused solely on Tabitha’s behavior, with no mention of the systemic obstructions to her diligent attempts to obtain care for Tyler. Instead, the Bronx district attorney sought to prove Tabitha’s guilt by contrasting photos of Tyler from immediately after his birth to ones taken post-autopsy. As reported by CNN:

Bronx District Attorney Robert Johnson, in closing arguments Wednesday, showed jurors a photograph depicting a round-faced Tyler, taken just after birth, along with graphic autopsy photographs showing a gaunt and skeletal baby. “On June 27, 1997, God gave Tabitha Walrond a baby boy,” Johnson said, as he showed the birth photo. “And in eight weeks,” he continued, lifting up the autopsy photos, “this is what she did to him.” “What god-awful sound does a crying baby make (when starving)?” Johnson asked the jurors. “Who heard it?” he went on. “The
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defendant.” Johnson concluded by telling the jury to “do what he (Tyler) couldn’t do. You speak for that little boy.”

Assistant District Attorney Robert Holdman also claimed, “The only thing that little boy knew in his short and helpless life was hunger and pain.” In May 1999, the jury convicted Tabitha of criminally negligent homicide. In September 1999, the court sentenced her to five years of probation.

The New York daily papers closely followed Tabitha’s trial, featuring multiple headlines sensationalizing Tyler’s death by “starvation.” They also devoted a substantial amount of space to reporting on the case of Tatiana Cheeks. Tatiana had an experience similar to Tabitha’s, with a dramatically different result. Tatiana sought medical assistance for her daughter, Shannell Coppage, at a clinic in Brooklyn when she was one week old, but the clinic turned Tatiana away because she did not have a Medicaid card or money to pay the $25 fee for clients without Medicaid cards. In March 1998, Shannell died at six weeks old. After her death, the Brooklyn district attorney charged Tatiana with criminally negligent homicide. However, after Tatiana received support from prominent
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community members, such as city councilwoman Ronnie Eldridge, the prosecutor dropped the charges.34

Tatiana later brought a suit against the City of New York and a jury awarded her $2 million in damages in 2011.35 Although Tatiana fared better than Tabitha in the justice system, the media's portrayals of both women's experiences served as warnings—particularly to black women—that breastfeeding could be dangerous or fatal. Much of the media coverage also reinforced stereotypes of black women as uncaring, lazy, ignorant, and selfish mothers, making systemic support for breastfeeding black women appear unnecessary because black women themselves, not institutional failings, make breastfeeding problematic.

Moreover, the experiences of Tabitha and Tatiana reveal a stark contrast between the response to white mothers whose infants suffered from insufficient malnutrition—empathy, glorification, and the opportunity to become a champion of legal change—and the reaction to black mothers who experienced the same trauma—criminal prosecution. This contrast further illustrates the power of the myth of black women as bad mothers that fosters indifference to structural factors that impede black women's ability to breastfeed successfully. This indifference, in turn, supports the formula industry's project of increasing profits by enlisting the government to promote formula feeding through a policy framework that causes disparate harm to black women, who breastfeed at significantly lower rates than white or Latina women.

To avoid criticism, this framework requires people to believe that black women are unfeeling, cold mothers who would or could not breastfeed, and who are completely distinct from the pervasive images of nurturing, breastfeeding white women who symbolize maternal best practices.36 The origins of this myth are in slavery, when slave owners benefitted from a narrative about black mothers that provided moral justification for wresting them away from their own infants in order to breastfeed white babies.37

In modern times, Tabitha Walrond's case represents the retelling of this myth about black mothers' inability to nourish their own children in order to support racially imbalanced social structures. Tabitha’s story thus justifies the government’s failure to provide adequate support for breastfeeding black mothers, because their breast milk, in contrast to white women's breast milk, is not nourishing but is instead, as in Tabitha’s case,
deadly. The prosecution drew on the stereotype of black mothers as cold and uncaring to bolster its portrayal of Tabitha as a cruel mother who savagely starved her child to exact revenge on her former partner. The prosecution’s use of this racial trope against Tabitha illustrates how the demothering of black women can serve to sanction a policy framework that disproportionately harms black women and children. Tabitha’s story thus reveals how the social, medical, and legal systems fail black women, and then punish them for this failure.

Her story also demonstrates how corporations exploit institutional failings and vulnerabilities for profit and the consequent harms to black women. The formula companies teamed up with a media outlet to increase formula sales by using Tabitha’s story to deliver a message that breastfeeding is hazardous. A partnership among CBS, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, and the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)—an organization that includes the major infant formula companies—resulted in the dramatization of Tabitha’s story on the then-popular medical drama, Chicago Hope. Interestingly, the producers decided to cast Tabitha’s character as a white, middle-class woman in the episode, instead of low income and black. This choice served to divert attention away from the structural issues that prevented Tabitha from accessing proper medical care. Instead, the episode emphasized the “criminality” and “danger” of breastfeeding. Had the character been black,.....
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the notions of criminality and danger would have remained attached to the mother, instead of to the act.43

In the Chicago Hope episode, a white mother and father rush their baby into the emergency room, where the baby dies seconds after getting onto the table.44 One of the show’s regular characters, a white woman named Dr. Diane Grad, has just returned to work, leaving her infant at home with her husband.45 Grad is outraged by the emaciated appearance of the baby and declares loudly that the mother should be charged with murder.46 Another doctor, a black man named Dr. Keith Wilkes, asks her to calm down and wait for the autopsy report to determine the true cause of death.47 The report reveals that the baby died of cardiac arrest resulting from dehydration due to insufficient breast milk.48 The parents, however, assert that the true cause of death was the hospital’s baby-friendly contract, which they claim discouraged them from formula feeding even when it was medically necessary.49 The couple then sues the hospital for entering into the baby-friendly contract with them.50

Meanwhile, Grad experiences the challenges of new motherhood acutely when she meets another new mother, a black neighbor who has not returned to work and appears to be able to manage her home life successfully.51 Grad’s baby then develops a fever and Grad rushes her to the emergency room.52 A black doctor, Dr. Dennis Hancock, reassures Grad that she is not a bad mother.53 Grad then apologizes to the mother of the infant who died for accusing her of murder, but the mother is indifferent to Grad’s words because she is consumed with guilt over her failure to keep her baby alive.54

43. Generally, when a person who appears to belong to a racialized group commits a crime, society views the criminal act as consistent with or evidence of the person’s bad traits, which arise from their group membership. Their actions, in turn, confirm these stereotypes about their race. This phenomenon operates in a variety of social contexts and across many racial lines. For example, when people of Middle Eastern descent caused the World Trade Center to collapse during the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, many media outlets and people began to view all people who appeared to be Muslim as terrorists. See, e.g., Muneer I. Ahmad, A Rage Shared by Law: Post September 11 Racial Violence As Crimes of Passion, 92 CAL. L. REV. 1259 (2004); Jon Tehranian, Compulsory Whiteness: Towards a Middle Eastern Legal Scholarship, 82 IND. L.J. 1 (2007); Leti Volpp, The Citizen and the Terrorist, 49 UCLA L. REV. 1575 (2002). On the other hand, when Timothy McVeigh, a white man, detonated a bomb in front of the Oklahoma City federal building, society viewed him as an anomaly, not representative of his race, and people did not begin to perceive all whites, by extension, as murderous terrorists. See, e.g., MELANIE E.L. BUSH, EVERYDAY FORMS OF WHITENESS: UNDERSTANDING RACE IN A POST-RACIAL WORLD 92–93 (2011).
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PhRMA asserted that it sponsored the episode in order to educate viewers about “the risks associated with breastfeeding.” The story line successfully framed baby-friendly hospital policies as extremely harmful, cast a negative light on efforts to decrease the distribution of formula in hospitals, and portrayed the white mother as innocent. Through a powerful medium that reached millions of viewers, the episode reconfigured Tabitha’s story to allow the demonization of black mothers to remain in place while furthering the agenda of the formula corporations and discouraging government intervention to promote breastfeeding. Deflecting attention away from the structural challenges faced by Tabitha Walrond and Tatiana Cheeks as low-income black women, it portrayed hospitals and breastfeeding advocates as the “bad guys.” It also relied on the racial trope of the “magical negro,” embodied here by the wise black characters (the two black doctors and the black new mother) who guide the white woman (Dr. Grad) to a spiritual revelation. Once the white woman achieves her epiphany, the audience can then experience the black characters’ wisdom as truth. In this case, the “truth” revealed is that breastfeeding kills and formula saves babies’ lives. In reality, however, formula feeding leads to thousands of deaths a year and deprives countless more infants of the immunological benefits of breastfeeding.

Unfortunately, the real-life failure of any state or city to pass legislation that requires hospitals to adopt baby-friendly practices reinforces the Chicago Hope episode’s message and supports the formula industry’s goal to promote formula feeding. This lack of regulation, in addition to a host of other law and policy decisions that comprise a policy framework related to breastfeeding, disproportionately harms black women. Analysis of this problem under a food oppression paradigm demonstrates that this policy framework, developed in large part in response to the political influence of the formula industry, contributes to racial disparities in breastfeeding that lead to significant health disparities. Racial stereotypes and common perceptions that the choice of whether or not to breastfeed is an individual, not structural, one render this disparate harm invisible. These ideologies make successful breastfeeding appear to be a natural result of personal and cultural attributes instead of deliberate legal and policy choices.

This Article analyzes racial disparities in breastfeeding through a food oppression lens. Part II describes the health benefits of breastfeeding and discusses racial disparities in breastfeeding and related health outcomes. Part III applies the elements of food oppression and argues that cooperation between the formula industry and the government creates a breastfeeding policy framework that leads to poor health outcomes for black infants and

57. See infra Part III.
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women. The Article concludes by identifying some implications of this analysis, which lays the groundwork for a larger project that explores in depth how the histories of racism and infant feeding intersect and contemplates the possibility of legal, political, and social reforms that might dismantle food oppression.

II. BREASTFEEDING: HEALTH BENEFITS AND RACIAL DISPARITIES

Breast milk contains living cells, active hormones, antibodies, and 400 other unique components that provide the best nutrition for infants.59 It also provides active immunity from disease.60 Formula, on the other hand, is a highly processed food that is essentially a junk or fast food for infants. Research links formula consumption to a host of illnesses, including cancer; ear, respiratory and blood infections; asthma; gastroenteritis; diabetes; impaired speech, language, motor, and brain development; and eczema.61 Even more alarmingly, studies associate formula feeding with significantly increased rates of infant mortality.62 Formula, first invented as an emergency substitute for breast milk when mothers could not breastfeed, can still save infants' lives when necessary.63 It also facilitates women's active participation in society, particularly in light of the structural barriers to breastfeeding imposed by poverty, employment demands, welfare laws, workplace conditions, insufficient protection for working mothers, and lack of resources. Nonetheless, from a purely health perspective, formula causes harm to infants, and denies women and children the substantial benefits of breastfeeding.64 In short, formula is unequivocally inferior to breast milk.


60. See generally Chance, supra note 59.


63. Thomas, supra note 59, at 22.

Ideally, for the health of mothers and babies, women should breastfeed exclusively for six months. They should continue to breastfeed while providing complementary foods until a child is two years old, and beyond two years as long as the mother and child desire. Unless a mother is able to stay home with her child twenty-four hours a day to perform breastfeeding on demand, or bring her child to work, she must pump milk into bottles that other caregivers can feed to her infant. Mothers must pump at regular intervals that generally coincide with the baby’s individual feeding schedule and demands. Although women can pump by hand, the most efficient method is through use of an electric pump. Pumping, or “expressing milk,” requires a sink to wash hands, an electric outlet to plug in the pump, a private space in which to use the pump, and a cool place to store the bottles of expressed breast milk. A pumping session can last up to thirty minutes. To breastfeed a baby while outside the home, a mother requires a comfortable, private place where she can sit for the duration of the feeding and will not experience harassment.

If mothers lack access to these requirements, they have few options for feeding their babies. Traditionally, mothers who did not breastfeed used wet nurses to feed their children. A wet nurse is a woman who is lactating due to recently giving birth who feeds another woman’s child with her breast milk. During slavery, black women often served as wet nurses for
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Performing this role forced black women to stop nursing their own children, because slave owners compelled them to stay with the white infant all day, making it impossible for the black woman to feed her own child on demand or express milk. This act of removing mothers from their children at such a young age required moral justification in the form of stories about black women as bad and uncaring mothers. These stories, as illustrated by Tabitha Walrond’s case, continue into the present.

Privileged women of other eras hired poor women of color to act as wet nurses to their infants because society considered breastfeeding to be low class. In many rural communities, however, women served as wet nurses to each other’s children to facilitate community goals of work and harvesting. The breakdown of these communities, due to industrialization and the Great Migration of black families from the South to the North, eliminated the support system of wet nurses and forced women to turn to breast milk substitutes. Cow’s milk was a common breast milk substitute during industrialization, but lack of pasteurization caused many infant deaths due to contamination of the milk during transport from rural farms to urban areas. Later, evaporated milk, which is milk mixed with sugar, became a popular breast milk substitute. Today, infant formula, which consists of chemicals mixed with either cow or soy milk and added sugars, is the most common breast milk substitute, and formula is a multibillion dollar industry.

By 2020, the U.S. Breastfeeding Committee seeks to increase the proportion of infants who are ever breastfed to 81.9 percent and the proportion still breastfed at one year to 34.1 percent. In light of these targets, the disparities in breastfeeding between black women and other racial groups are dramatic. According to data from 2008, approximately 75 percent of white mothers and 80 percent of Latina mothers report trying breastfeeding, while only 59 percent of black mothers ever try, with only 12 percent still breastfeeding at one year. In contrast, 26.3 percent of Latinas
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and 24.3 percent of white women still breastfeed at one year.\textsuperscript{82} This stark difference does not result purely from income disparities. Latinas generally experience poverty rates similar to black women yet breastfeed at the highest rates.\textsuperscript{83} Additionally, black women’s breastfeeding rates are low at all socioeconomic class levels.\textsuperscript{84} The low breastfeeding rates of black mothers thus require an understanding of how and why race, isolated from socioeconomic status, affects infant feeding.\textsuperscript{85} Other legal scholars have strategized to increase breastfeeding generally,\textsuperscript{86} but the legal academy has yet to confront the problem of racial disparities in breastfeeding.

Breastfeeding has a significant impact on the health of the black community. Black infants suffer from almost double the mortality rates of white infants in the United States, and more than double the mortality rates of Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian/Native Alaskan infants.\textsuperscript{87} Low breastfeeding rates deprive individuals and communities of many "health, nutritional, immunologic[al], developmental, psychologic[al], social, economic, and environmental benefits."\textsuperscript{88} Further, black women may derive unique benefits from breastfeeding. An epidemiologist’s study found that breastfeeding could counteract a specific form of breast cancer to which black women are particularly susceptible

\textsuperscript{82} Id. at 78.


\textsuperscript{84} Elizabeth Brand et al., Factors Related to Breastfeeding Discontinuation Between Hospital Discharge and 2 Weeks Postpartum, 20 J. PERINATAL EDUC. 36, 38 (2011) ("Black women had both lower initiation and duration rates than White women regardless of other demographic and socioeconomic variables."). Additionally, "[w]hen demographic variables were considered, race or ethnicity . . . emerged as a factor in breastfeeding cessation: Some women from racial or ethnic minorities (Black and Hispanic) stopped breastfeeding in greater proportions than White women." Id. at 40.


\textsuperscript{88} Gartner & Eidelman, supra note 61, at 496; see also Wall, supra note 61 (collecting studies on how breastfeeding reduces the risk of suffering from sixty-eight different conditions including sudden infant death syndrome, cancer, ear, respiratory and blood infections, asthma, diabetes, impaired speech, language, motor and brain development, and diarrhea).
after multiple childbirths. Although race-based medical studies are problematic on many levels, this type of research may be helpful because it has the potential to lay a medical and scientific foundation for efforts designed specifically to increase breastfeeding in the black community.

The factors contributing to racial disparities in breastfeeding are manifold, complex, and interconnected. They include comfort with formula; lack of information about infant behavior; cultural norms, including discouragement of breastfeeding; media influence; race-targeted marketing; disproportionate representation among the poor and in federal programs to assist women and children; unequal distribution of resources for new mothers; immigration status; and historical and present discrimination. Underlying many of these factors is the symbiotic relationship between the U.S. government and formula corporations that invests the government in formula use over breastfeeding.


92. See infra Part III.D.
partnership harms women and infants in all communities but has a disproportionately negative impact on black women and children.93

III. RACIAL DISPARITIES IN BREASTFEEDING AS FOOD OPPRESSION

Food oppression theory serves as a useful framework for this problem because it provides the tools to deconstruct the collaboration between industry and government, identify government priorities that trump individuals' health needs, and expose the myth of race and class neutrality in policy and legal choices. As I have previously argued, food oppression is "institutional, systemic, food-related action or policy that physically debilitates a socially subordinated group."94 Breastfeeding is a food justice issue involving our first, and perhaps most important, food. Many infants grow up in first food deserts, similar to the fast food deserts where many low-income black communities face structural challenges to healthy eating.95

Food oppression has five elements: (1) facially neutral food-related law, policy, or action; (2) disproportionately harmful impact of this law, policy, or action on the health of a socially marginalized group or groups; (3) health disparities in food-related conditions between this group and the dominant one; (4) corporate/industry influence over the government that causes or contributes to the enactment or continuation of the law, policy, or action; and (5) the existence of cultural values and/or racial stereotypes that make racial disparities appear natural and frustrate efforts to institute structural reform.

A. Facially Neutral Laws and Policies That Affect Women's Ability to Breastfeed

The policy framework that affects women's ability to breastfeed consists of policies that serve to promote formula and laws that act to discourage breastfeeding. Policies that affirmatively promote formula include the distribution of formula through the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women and Children (WIC); the failure of the United States to adopt the World Health Organization's standards for marketing breast milk; the lack of baby-friendly requirements for hospitals, and the FDA's decision not to place warning labels on infant formula.96 Laws that make breastfeeding difficult, particularly for low-income women, include welfare reform and workplace accommodation of breastfeeding laws. All of these

93. See infra Part III.
94. See Freeman, supra note 90, at 1253; see also Andrea Freeman, Fast Food: Oppression Through Poor Nutrition, 95 CAL. L. REV. 2221, 2222 (2007) ("Food oppression is structural because it is not the product of individual acts of discrimination, but stems rather from the institutionalized practices and policies of government and the fast food industry.").
95. Fast food deserts are one example of food oppression. See generally Freeman, supra note 94.
laws and policies are facially neutral regarding race. They do not explicitly mention or purport to target any particular racial group. Some of them, however, refer to socioeconomic class. Eligibility for WIC and welfare depends on socioeconomic standing, as these programs seek to provide benefits for individuals living in or near poverty. The legislative history of workplace accommodation laws similarly reveals an intention to assist low income women.

1. Distribution of Formula Through WIC

The government purchases more than half of the formula sold in the United States to distribute to WIC participants at no cost to them.97 The government pays only a fraction of the retail cost of formula, however, because it receives large rebates on its purchases, ranging from 85 percent to 98 percent.98 Because of the high profit margin on formula, the formula companies have wide latitude to "lose" money on government sales in order to gain profits in sales to regular consumers.99 The formula companies compensate for the losses incurred from the rebates by raising retail prices, creating a cross-subsidy by non-WIC clients of WIC participants’ formula purchases.100 By creating brand loyalty through government distribution of their product, formula companies also create a wide customer base of ex-WIC recipients.101 In 2013, 53 percent of all infants born in the United States received WIC.102 Women in the WIC program breastfeed at a rate of one half to one third the rate of non-WIC clients.103

Distributing formula through WIC represents a powerful endorsement of its use, and the program does not distribute based on individual circumstances, such as difficulties with breastfeeding or work responsibilities. Additionally, formula companies provide strong incentives to WIC staff members to supply formula to their participants: the funds that

100. Id.
101. Id.
103. Kent, WIC's Promotion, supra note 98, at 6.

In 1990, the breastfeeding rate for non-WIC people was 15.4 percentage points higher than that for WIC clients, while in 2002 that difference rose to 21.1 percentage points. In terms of ratios, the data show that the breastfeeding rate at six months for WIC participants has consistently been only one third to one half the rate for non-WIC participants. The differences, and also the ratios, suggest that on balance WIC participation retarded breastfeeding rates for its clients.
the program receives in the form of rebates increase the program’s budget, thereby allowing for service to a wider community, which fulfills one of WIC’s core program objectives.104

Agricultural subsidies also provide the Department of Agriculture (USDA), the agency that administers WIC, strong motivation to distribute formula to participants. The Farm Bill, also administered by the USDA, provides financial support to both dairy and soybean farmers.105 This support results in a surplus of both commodities.106 To dispose of these surpluses, the USDA seeks to create or support secondary markets for milk and soy.107 Formula products all contain either milk or soy. The USDA is therefore able to satisfy one of its primary mandates, the sale of subsidized commodities, by using the WIC program to create a significant, in fact the largest, domestic market for formula.

On their part, in connection with the rebates offered for WIC purchases, the formula companies have succeeded in pushing for legislation that increases their profits. In 2002, the formula corporations began to offer some products with new additives designed to mimic the fatty acids in breast milk.108 The addition of these ingredients rendered formula products that contained them more expensive.109 To ensure continued sales at these higher prices, when Congress reauthorized WIC in 2004, it introduced language into the Act prohibiting states from requiring manufacturers to include or omit specific ingredients in their formula bids.110 Formula companies consequently “began submitting bids only for the costlier products,” resulting in an additional $91 million annual cost to the government, representing more than one-tenth of the infant formula budget.111 The Food and Drug Administration approved these additives’ safety but has not researched the companies’ claims that the additives enhance brain development.112

2. The U.S. Failure to Adopt the WHO Ban on Advertising of Breast Milk Substitutes

In 1981, 118 countries voted to adopt the World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes.113 The
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WHO developed the code in response to evidence of high infant mortality rates linked to formula feeding internationally and evidence that advertising increases formula feeding rates.\textsuperscript{114} Three countries abstained from the vote to adopt the code; the United States was the only country to oppose it.\textsuperscript{115} This opposition went against the intention of the State Department and resulted from heavy lobbying efforts by the formula industry.\textsuperscript{116}

The code prohibits the promotion of breast milk substitutes to the general public and direct or indirect contact between marketing personnel and pregnant women or mothers of infants and young children. It sets standards for pictures and information on formula labels, the distribution of information and educational materials about infant feeding, the provision of free samples and supplies, and the interaction between companies and the health care system.\textsuperscript{117} More specifically, the code prohibits the advertising and promotion of formula to the general public,\textsuperscript{118} formula promotion by a facility of a health care system,\textsuperscript{119} donations or low-price sales of formula to health care institutions or organizations,\textsuperscript{120} and financial or material inducements to health care workers or their families to promote formula.\textsuperscript{121} Designed to guide governments in regulating corporate advertising, it did not anticipate marketing by governments themselves, such as in the United States, where the federal government disseminates materials with infant formula logos and images in its WIC program, in addition to distributing formula itself.\textsuperscript{122}

Because there is no ban on formula marketing in the United States, formula companies pursue a number of marketing strategies. When formula first appeared in the 1860s, manufacturers advertised directly to consumers in magazines with claims that breast milk was insufficient for complete nourishment.\textsuperscript{123} Companies also gave out free samples and instructed women on infant care and feeding.\textsuperscript{124} The first infant formula television commercial aired in 1989.\textsuperscript{125} Now, the industry's primary marketing strategy is the distribution of formula through hospitals and the
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WIC program. This tactic creates brand loyalty and effectively wins over significant percentages of women who would otherwise breastfeed. Formula companies also successfully target pregnant women by creating and disseminating information pamphlets about the benefits of breastfeeding that display infant formula logos.

3. The Lack of Baby-Friendly Certification Requirements for Hospitals

Campaigns for legislation that would require hospitals to engage in baby-friendly practices arose in response to evidence that the free distribution of formula in hospitals, in combination with other practices that discourage or create obstacles to breastfeeding, negatively affects breastfeeding rates. Hospitals promote formula use by giving away coupons and formula samples to new mothers during hospital stays, as well as in discharge bags upon their departures. Providing new mothers with free formula strongly influences their infant feeding decisions because women who are recovering from birth rarely request information about breastfeeding beyond what their physicians provide. Further, insurance policies that require women to leave the hospital within twenty-four hours of a vaginal birth and forty-eight hours of a caesarian section eliminate or reduce the time necessary to guide parents through lactation and other forms of care.

The international standards for baby-friendly certification require hospitals to: (1) communicate a written breastfeeding policy routinely to all health care staff; (2) train all health care staff in the skills necessary to implement this policy; (3) inform all pregnant women of the benefits of breastfeeding; (4) help mothers initiate breastfeeding within one hour of birth; (5) show mothers how to breastfeed and how to maintain lactation, even if the hospital separates them from their infants; (6) give infants no food or drink other than breast milk, unless medically indicated; (7) practice rooming in—allow mothers and infants to remain together twenty-four hours a day; (8) encourage breastfeeding on demand; (9) give no pacifiers or artificial nipples to breastfeeding infants; (10) foster the establishment of

127. Rosenberg et al., supra note 126, at 290.
129. See, e.g., Rosenberg et al., supra note 126.
132. Burling, supra note 19; Stacey Burling, Mothers Brood As Hospital Time After Labor Is Cut, PHILA. INQUIRER, Sept. 8, 1994, at A1; Begley, supra note 19.
breastfeeding support groups and refer mothers to them upon discharge from the hospital or birth center.\footnote{133} Conversion to baby-friendly practices does not result in any significant increase in expenses for a hospital.\footnote{134} On the contrary, the costs of treating the broad range of illnesses and conditions that result from lower breastfeeding rates, including increased infant mortality rates, are far higher.\footnote{135} Nonetheless, no state or city legislature has enacted these requirements, despite the efforts of breastfeeding advocates across the country. To date, the hospitals that have implemented these bans have done so voluntarily, after city and state initiatives have failed.\footnote{136}


\footnote{134. Jami Dellifraine et al., Cost Comparison of Baby Friendly and Non-Baby Friendly Hospitals in the United States, 127 PEDIATRICS 989, 993 (2011), available at http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/127/4/e989.full.}

\footnote{135. "If 90% of U.S. families complied with the medical recommendations to breastfeed exclusively for 6 months, with continued breastfeeding for one year, $13 billion could be saved and approximately 911 infant deaths could be prevented annually." U.S. Lactation Consultant Assoc., Containing Health Care Costs Help In Plain Sight 5 (2014), available at http://uslca.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Containing-Health-Care-Costs-3rd-edition-7-2014.pdf. As a group, baby-friendly hospitals have around a 2 percent higher cost structure than non-baby-friendly facilities, but this was not found to be statistically significant. Jim Langabeer II et al., An Economic Cost Analysis of Becoming a Baby Friendly Hospital 1 (2009), available at http://www.breastfeedingor.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/baby_friendly_cost_analysis.pdf.}

\footnote{136. Seventy-six percent of New York City hospitals, under a program designed by then-Mayor Bloomberg, agreed to remove formula from new mothers’ sight and deliver it only upon request, accompanied by information about the significant advantages of breastfeeding. Inae Oh, Bloomberg’s Breastfeeding Program, ‘Latch on NYC,’ Wants Hospitals to Change Baby Formula Protocol, HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 18, 2012, 1:17 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/30/bloomberg's-breastfeeding-latch-on-nychospitals-hide-baby-formula_n_1718664.html. In 2012, former NYC mayor Bloomberg introduced “Latch On NYC,” a program that encouraged hospitals to make it difficult for new moms to obtain formula “goody bags.” Instead of traditional take-home being handed out, mothers have to request them like medication, and listen to a lecture from hospital staff discouraging formula feeding, unless absolutely necessary. At the time, the initiative faced its own backlash. Many argued that Bloomberg’s tactics would make mothers feel guilty, and as blogger Lenore Skenazy put it, “suck the choice out of parenting.”}

4. Welfare Reform

In 1996, Congress instituted significant reforms to the welfare system through the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA). The PRWORA dismantled the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program and replaced it with the Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program. Part of the motivation behind this change was the desire to create a path from welfare to work. To this end, TANF gives states wider latitude to impose conditions on recipients, including work requirements and lifetime limits on receiving welfare. For example, the PRWORA mandates work requirements in all states but allows for exemptions for mothers of young children. TANF accordingly allows states to grant reprieves from job-related activities to women with children under the age of one, but almost all states require women who have infants six months or older to meet all TANF requirements. For example, Michigan requires women to report to work after their babies are six weeks old. As a result of the welfare-to-work shift implemented by TANF, breastfeeding rates significantly decreased, particularly after babies reach six months of age.

5. Inadequate Workplace Accommodation Laws

Mothers who work full time breastfeed at lower rates than part-time or unemployed mothers do. Without sufficient accommodations for breastfeeding at work, including a private place to express milk, a
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refrigerator to store expressed breast milk, and sufficient and flexible breaks to allow for pumping, working women simply cannot continue to provide their infants with a sufficient supply of breast milk. Therefore, because breastfeeding accommodation laws do not require employers to provide nursing mothers with all of these things, they are inadequate. In particular, these laws fail to protect low-income women, who possess less power to negotiate for policies that meet their needs in the workplace.

Amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) in 2010 sought specifically to increase breastfeeding rates for low-income women because higher-income women "have the highest rates of initiation and continuation of breastfeeding." These amendments require an employer to provide "a reasonable break time for an employee to express breast milk for her nursing child for one year after the child’s birth each time such employee has need to express the milk" and "a place, other than a bathroom, that is shielded from view and free from intrusion from coworkers and the public, which may be used by an employee to express breast milk." There is an exception for employers with fifty employees or less if the employers can prove that the provisions would impose an undue hardship.

Unfortunately, because these amendments are not comprehensive, they are unlikely to increase breastfeeding rates for low-income working women significantly. The FLSA fails to require employers to provide storage for a breastfeeding pump, supplies, and expressed milk, all of which are necessary to pump at work. Also, it does not protect breastfeeding women from workplace discrimination and does not apply to exempt employees. Finally, the FLSA does not require employers to compensate employees for time spent pumping, rendering pumping economically infeasible for women who cannot afford to give up any of their wages.
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154. Id. § 207(r)(1); see also Brit Mohler, Note, Is the Breast Best for Business?: The Implications of the Breastfeeding Promotion Act, 2 WM. & MARY BUS. L. REV. 155, 177–78 (2011) (“[T]he law does not require the employer to pay the employee for additional time taken....”); Fact Sheet #73: Break Time for Nursing Mothers under the FLSA, U.S. DEP’T OF LABOR, http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs73.htm (last updated Aug. 2013) (“Employers are not required under the FLSA to compensate nursing mothers for breaks taken for the purpose of expressing milk.”).
Twenty-five states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have their own laws related to breastfeeding in the workplace. In the other twenty-five states, the FLSA controls. The FLSA does not preempt the laws in six states that offer greater protection than federal law provides. For example, Indiana compels employers to provide refrigeration or other cold storage for expressed milk and to offer employees paid breastfeeding breaks. Colorado requires employers to provide unpaid breaks for milk expression for up to two years after birth, instead of the one year mandated by the FLSA. Both Maine and Vermont require pumping breaks for nursing mothers for up to three years. Oregon's statute provides for break time for up to eighteen months, applies to employers with twenty-five employees or more, and offers additional protections for school board employees. Oregon's law also contains statutory civil penalties for employers who fail to comply. Tennessee's statute applies to employers with one or more employees.

Three states incentivize their protections for nursing mothers by creating the opportunity for employers to earn the label of mother- or infant-friendly. To achieve this designation, an employer must allow for a flexible work schedule, provide a private location for pumping, give mothers access to a clean, safe water source and a sink, and offer a hygienic storage place for expressed milk. Puerto Rico provides tax incentives to businesses that give women time to nurse. Nonetheless, despite some promising advances in workplace accommodation laws, these laws generally do not protect women who work several jobs or for small businesses.
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B. Disproportionate Harm to Black Women and Children Resulting from Breastfeeding Laws and Policies

The preceding breastfeeding policy framework causes disproportionate harm to black women because they experience unique forms of subordination and marginalization that make them more vulnerable both to the promotion of formula and to structural obstacles to breastfeeding. The policy framework also exacerbates intersectional harm, causing low-income women to experience greater burdens on their ability to breastfeed than higher income black women, although disparities in breastfeeding between black women and white and Latina women exist at all class levels. ¹⁶⁸

Black women confront the harms of the breastfeeding policy framework in the context of simultaneously facing discrimination in almost every aspect of life, including housing, employment, education, and the criminal justice system. Historical oppression has led to a wealth gap between whites and blacks, producing a one-to-twenty ratio in black-white wealth by 1984 that continues to increase. ¹⁶⁹ The poverty that results from this wealth gap, unequal pay for equal work, fewer job opportunities, mass incarceration, and employment discrimination leads to a lack of political power to challenge inequities in treatment by state institutions such as child protective services (CPS). CPS targets black women and more frequently removes their children from the home. ¹⁷⁰ According to data from 2003, although black children make up only 41 percent of the country’s child population, they represent over 59 percent of the children in the foster care system. ¹⁷¹ When CPS removes a child from her mother, breastfeeding is not possible. High incarceration rates in the black community also impede breastfeeding. Incarcerated women face many challenges to breastfeeding. ¹⁷² Additionally, when employed black males become incarcerated, their partners must work. Also, mass incarceration of black men, historic devaluation of black women as mates, ¹⁷³ and other social and

¹⁶⁸. See Brand et al., supra note 84.
¹⁷¹. Dixon, supra note 170, at 112.
¹⁷². See, e.g., Doug Schneider, Wis. Woman Complains She Wasn’t Allowed to Breastfeed in Jail, USA Today (Mar. 3, 2014), http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/03/03/breastfeeding-not-allowed-in-jail/5968445/; see also Katy Huang et al., The Significance of Breastfeeding to Incarcerated Pregnant Women: An Exploratory Study, 39 Birth 145, 152–53 (2012) (“Although most women wanted to breastfeed, being incarcerated created uncertainties in their breastfeeding plans. Removal from their familiar social and support context and uncertainty about possible separation from their infants were viewed as barriers to breastfeeding.”).
¹⁷³. See Angela Onwuachi-Willig, According to Our Hearts 136 (2013) (discussing, for example, statistics that black women have the lowest marriage rates and experience discrimination when they are in public with their white partners).
economic factors cause black communities to have more single mothers than any other racial group.174

Single parents frequently work at jobs that are exempt from breastfeeding protection laws, and employees in these sectors, where employers often view their employees as fungible, cannot risk losing their jobs by making demands on their employers, however reasonable.175 Black women, particularly single mothers, disproportionately hold low-income positions and work for multiple employers and for small companies.176 As a result, many low-income black women do not have health insurance policies that allow for extended hospital stays after birth, where they would get assistance with lactation. Further, hospitals in black neighborhoods engage in fewer practices that promote breastfeeding than hospitals in white neighborhoods.177 The greatest disparities are in early initiation of breastfeeding, limited use of breastfeeding supplements, and rooming-in.178

Many black women also live in first food deserts that lack support for breastfeeding women in the form of weekly support groups, breastfeeding cafes, strong La Leche chapters, board-certified lactation consultants, or community support for public breastfeeding.179 First food deserts also do not have child care facilities properly trained in handling human milk, and their public health clinics frequently refer breastfeeding women back to hospitals, which usually do not provide outpatient lactation support.180

All of these realities render black women more vulnerable to a policy framework that promotes formula use. For some women, this promotion
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begins before they give birth, when clinics and physicians provide them with information about pregnancy and delivery through pamphlets designed and sponsored by formula companies. It continues after birth in hospitals that do not engage in baby friendly practices. Black women often face pressure from their partners not to breastfeed, and free formula distribution by hospitals disproportionately lowers breastfeeding rates for mothers of color. Also, because doctors often give more attentive care to white women than black women, black women may not receive the lactation support they need in the crucial first few hours of their babies’ lives. Finally, hospitals send mothers home with a discharge “gift” of formula, and many black women, upon returning home, rely on WIC for assistance.

WIC is free to distribute formula to participants because of the United States’ failure to sign on to or adopt the standards of the WHO Breast-milk Substitutes Code. The distribution of formula through WIC disproportionately harms black women because, although blacks make up only 13.2 percent of the U.S. population, black women represent 19.8 percent of WIC recipients. The failure to adopt the code standards also allows the formula companies to engage in race-targeted marketing to black women who are pregnant or have infants.

Welfare and breastfeeding accommodation laws also disproportionately harm black women. Welfare was originally designed primarily to benefit white families. However, due to the historical and present discrimination against black women described above, black women are disproportionately represented as TANF recipients. Welfare-to-work laws force black

182. In their study of low-income black women in Baltimore, Maryland, researchers Bentley, Dee, and Johnson found that breastfeeding rates are strongly influenced by the opinions of fathers and grandmothers. Bentley et al., supra note 55, at 307S. Fathers’ views had a greater impact on women’s decision to breastfeed than any other family member’s. Id. While fathers whose own mothers had breastfed often looked upon nursing favorably, others discouraged it due to feelings of ownership of their partners’ breasts or a sense of danger in having her breasts exposed in public. Id. at 308S (“I think that breastfeeding out in the public will cause you to get raped or something.”).
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mothers with young children who receive TANF benefits out of the home and into jobs that usually do not offer adequate protections for breastfeeding mothers. Women receiving TANF must therefore usually terminate breastfeeding after they begin work, making it impossible for them to reach the breastfeeding benchmarks recommended by the World Health Organization and the American Academy of Pediatrics, or for black TANF recipients to match the breastfeeding rates of women in other racial groups.

All of these structural challenges to breastfeeding, in interaction with black women’s unique experiences of subordination, result in disproportionate harm to black women from the facially neutral breastfeeding policy framework. The first two elements of food oppression are thus satisfied.

C. Health Disparities in Illnesses and Deaths Linked to Breastfeeding

The most dramatic disparity in conditions related to breastfeeding is in infant mortality rates. Significantly, increased breastfeeding by black women could cut the deaths of black infants in half.188 Black women and children also experience disproportionately poor health outcomes in a number of other conditions linked to formula use over breastfeeding, including diabetes,189 obesity,190 high blood pressure,191 asthma,192 and
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children die from asthma at a higher rate than other children, and that asthma is the most common chronic disease in children, affecting more than 4 million in the United States.
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Abbott-Mead duopoly sought to block its entry by lobbying for domestic restrictions on infant formula advertising. \(^{203}\) Abbott and Mead simultaneously opposed similar restrictions on international advertising as they sought to fill the gap in the international market created by the boycott against Nestlé. \(^{204}\)

To secure the support of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) for the domestic restrictions, Abbott and Mead contributed heavily to the [American Academy of Pediatrics], paying about one-third of the construction costs of the Academy's headquarters in the 1980s, providing grants to the AAP, underwriting pediatric conferences, and offering loans to medical students and pediatricians. In the 1980s, facing the imminent entry of Nestlé into the American infant formula market, Abbott and Mead Johnson worked with the AAP to oppose [direct-to-consumer] advertising citing its negative impact on breastfeeding rates. \(^{205}\)

As part of this joint effort, Abbott and Mead donated $1 million a year to the AAP for nearly a decade. \(^{206}\) In an attempt to end this relationship, Nestlé sued the AAP, Abbott, and Mead under the Sherman Act in 1993, claiming they conspired to prevent Nestlé's entry into the American formula market by jointly developing opposition to direct-to-consumer advertising. \(^{207}\) The jury found for the defendants and the Ninth Circuit upheld the decision on appeal. \(^{208}\) Additionally, Abbott and Mead's efforts to restrict domestic formula advertising succeeded temporarily. Abbott and Mead then raised formula prices sixfold. \(^{209}\) Both the restrictions and the inflated prices terminated, however, with an antitrust suit filed by prosecutors alleging price collusion, bid rigging, and conspiracy to prevent advertising. \(^{210}\) The suit culminated in a settlement of $230 million, one of the largest antitrust settlements in history. \(^{211}\)

1. Influence over Government Action

Abbott, Mead, and Nestlé maintain strong relationships with the government through campaign contributions, aggressive lobbying, and a revolving door of employees who, at different times, hold key positions in the corporation and in government administrations. For example, over a twenty-five year period, Abbott donated over $18 million to political
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campaniee.\textsuperscript{212} In 2008, Abbott gave the greatest percentage of its contributions to Barack Obama's presidential campaign, although it otherwise supported only Republican candidates.\textsuperscript{213} Several lobbyists employed by Abbott previously or subsequently held important positions in government administration.\textsuperscript{214} For example, Austen Burnes went from being the Director of Legislative Operations as House Minority Whip to being an Abbott lobbyist.\textsuperscript{215}

Similarly, seven out of Mead's nine lobbyists previously held positions with the government.\textsuperscript{216} Their main lobbying efforts concerned the reauthorization of WIC.\textsuperscript{217} Nestlé employs similar tactics. Fourteen out of Nestlé's twenty-two lobbyists previously held government positions.\textsuperscript{218} Also, Nestlé spent nearly $5 million dollars on lobbying in 2013\textsuperscript{219} with a focus on the reauthorization of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (formerly known as the Food Stamp program) and regulation of nutrition labeling and food safety.\textsuperscript{220}

Before WIC came into existence in the 1970s with strong support from the formula industry, formula companies relied on the “medical detailing” model to market their product.\textsuperscript{221} This method, traditionally employed to sell pharmaceutical products, built a customer base by persuading hospitals, physicians, and health workers to give formula to their patients and clients.\textsuperscript{222} This model relied on extensive legwork, time, and expense.\textsuperscript{223}
Replacing it with distribution through the WIC program thus represented significant savings for the formula manufacturers. 224

Additionally, agricultural corporations employ campaign contributions, lobbying, and a revolving door to influence Congress to continue to support the soybean and dairy industries in the Farm Bill. 225 These efforts result in the surpluses of milk and soy for which formula companies provide a market. Agribusiness’ influence therefore also contributes to the promotion of formula products, particularly through the WIC program.

2. Influence over Medical Professionals

In addition to corporations’ influence over the government through lobbying, campaign contributions, and a revolving door, and their partnership with media, as demonstrated in the joint creation of the Chicago Hope breastfeeding episode, they wield considerable influence over pediatricians. The formula industry is the largest financial contributor to the AAP. 226 These donations give the industry the power to shape some of the actions and decisions of the professional association. In 1986, an internal AAP executive committee confirmed its dependency on the corporations’ funding in a memo regarding their request to support efforts to restrict domestic advertising, asserting, “[T]here is a need to make this statement reaffirming the AAP’s position on marketing, breast milk, lay advertising, etc. If there is a marketing war, there may be a shift in industry’s distribution of funds and the AAP may have to cut back on anticipated income from industry.” 227 Although the AAP already opposed formula advertising because of the dangers it posed to infants and mothers, it increased this opposition in response to industry pressure. 228 The formula corporations, in turn, used the AAP to attempt to obscure their anticompetitive goals. 229 Although compatible with the AAP’s own objectives in this case, the corporations’ ability to use the AAP to further their own agenda has the potential to effectuate more harmful results under different circumstances.

For example, in 2003, after Alabama physician Carden Johnston became president of the AAP, he met with formula company executives who expressed concern about an imminent national government campaign to promote breastfeeding. 230 The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Office on Women’s Health had developed this campaign in response to the publication of over a thousand research papers over four
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years revealing dramatically different health outcomes for breastfed children.\textsuperscript{231} The campaign sought to impress upon the public the urgency of this issue by equating breastfeeding with non-smoking, car seat use, childhood vaccinations, and SIDS prevention.\textsuperscript{232} After Johnston's meeting with the formula representatives, he sent a letter to the DHHS raising objections to the campaign on behalf of the AAP.\textsuperscript{233} The letter did not, however, include any medical or scientific support for his position.\textsuperscript{234}

By expending considerable resources on supporting politicians and pediatricians, corporations exert influence over decisions and practices that encourage, facilitate, and promote the use of formula over breastfeeding. The resulting laws, policies, and actions, in turn, disproportionately increase black women's use of formula. Corporations can increase their profits by taking advantage of existing racial inequalities and misperceptions about black mothers that make black women more vulnerable to industry sales tactics. The formula companies therefore have a stake in the relatively low breastfeeding rates of black women. They also appear to be indifferent to the harmful consequences of their actions to the health of black women and children. Corporations' role in the enactment of law and policy that contributes to racial disparities in breastfeeding meets the fourth element of food oppression.

\textbf{E. Myths and Stereotypes That Mask Structural Harm}

Since slavery, a cultural belief that black women lack maternal instincts has served to justify laws and policies that alienate black mothers from their children. "[W]et nursing required slave mothers to transfer to white offspring the nurturing and affection they should have been able to allocate to their own children."\textsuperscript{235} Moral justification for this brutal separation of mother and child came through the creation of stereotypes of black women as highly sexualized (Jezebel), cruel (Sapphire), or caring only for white children (Mammy).\textsuperscript{236} These stereotypes laid the foundation for an enduring social belief that black women could not or would not nourish their own children through breastfeeding. This myth has continued to support practices that impede breastfeeding by black women into the present.

Politicians also use modern stereotypes about black women, particularly the welfare queen, to justify the reduction of government assistance to families in need.\textsuperscript{237} The welfare queen is a constructed identity that paints
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all welfare recipients as immoral free-loading degenerates because of their association with a mythical poor, black, unemployed woman who defies social norms by being single with children.\textsuperscript{238} She feels entitled to take money from the government and, in fact, has children only to collect free welfare checks to support a life of luxury.\textsuperscript{239} Another common stereotype of blacks as lazy or shiftless\textsuperscript{240} operates to bolster the myth of the freeloading welfare queen.\textsuperscript{241}

Racist myths of black women as selfish or ignorant\textsuperscript{242} also support the idea that they breastfeed at lower rates than other mothers because they simply do not want to or that, if they do, like Tabitha Walrond, they do it wrong. These stereotypes, reinforced by the lack of positive images of black women breastfeeding, shift the responsibility for low breastfeeding rates from institutions to individuals, making structural change appear unnecessary or futile.\textsuperscript{243}
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Similarly, the common paradigms of biomedical individualism and healthism frame health decisions, including the choice to breastfeed, as the manifestation of an individual's preferences and will. These ideologies attribute poor health outcomes solely to individuals' bad choices and obscure the role that structural forces play in determining health. These paradigms, however, commit a fundamental error by attributing choice to individual strengths and proclivities. Research in social psychology indicates, instead, that individuals' actions reflect their environment to such an extent that they do not vary according to personality at all, only by situation. The common belief in dispositionism, the understanding that action reflects personality or will, therefore further masks the power of policy to shape individual decision making, and the high profits that...
corporations gain as a result. Throughout society, across race and class lines, there are mistaken but powerful beliefs that good mothering and good health are reflections of willpower, determination, strong character, and intelligence. Therefore, even when individuals encounter structural obstacles to breastfeeding, others, and even themselves, may attribute the decision to use formula to individual preference, assuming the exercise of choice and free will even where these do not exist.

CONCLUSION

Although it is clear that food oppression contributes to racial disparities in breastfeeding, it is far from clear how to dismantle this oppression. While legal and policy reform has the potential to create some positive change, most structural reform seems unlikely in the present political climate. For example, a clearer division between industry and government would allow the United States to sign the WHO Breast-milk Substitutes Code and subsequently enact a series of regulations to distance formula companies from new mothers. Reduced corporate influence could also eliminate the agricultural subsidies that compel the USDA to support secondary markets for milk and soy. This separation, however, would require limits on campaign contributions and resources spent on lobbying to prevent industry capture of government policy. Supreme Court decisions such as Citizens United v. FEC,249 instead, signal a trend in the opposite direction. Similarly, as wealth inequality continues to deepen, it is unlikely that lower-income citizens will be able to leverage the political power necessary to spearhead changes to welfare laws.

Other aspects of this oppression present even more serious challenges. Centuries of racial stereotyping of black women as bad mothers will require extensive “counter-programming” and the near ubiquitous attribution of personality and will as responsible for individual health and well-being will be extremely difficult to dislodge. Racism has such deep roots in our society that Derrick Bell declared its permanence.250 Assuming he was correct, there may be little hope of eradicating racist attitudes toward black women, reducing corporate influence over government policy, creating greater rights and benefits for the poor, and advancing feminist policies to benefit women and children. Nonetheless, incremental steps toward change, a thorough analysis of the problem, and attempts to raise awareness may have some impact.

To that end, in other parts of this project, I examine how history shaped this problem, beginning with slavery; the evolution of infant feeding practices, the rise of the role of pediatricians and lactation consultants as experts in relation to mothers; the medicalization and whitening of motherhood; the relationship between overt racism and structural

inequality; feminist critiques of breastfeeding promotion; the influence of cultural beliefs on breastfeeding choices; the role of racial stereotypes and understandings of human behavior in the public’s attitude toward this issue; and the exploitation of black babies, girls, and mothers for the purposes of advertising and marketing. I also explore legal and social approaches to breastfeeding, internationally and domestically, and attempt to design a program of structural reform that will lead to a reduction in racial disparities in breastfeeding and their health consequences.